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  Beach Blanket

   Availability: Pre-Order

Price: $165TTD 

Short Description
 82" X79" to fit 4-7 adult

Description
??Sand-proof&waterproof Beach Blanket?Made from durable and breathable
100% Parachute nylon, it is strong enough to last for years of use.You can easily
find your family and friends on the outdoor or beach without worrying about
getting lost. At the same time, the beach mat is equipped with 4 fixed anchors, so
you don't have to worry about the beach mat being disturbed by wind and sand,
and can enjoy a more enjoyable day at the beach.
??Lager But Compact Blanket Mat?The portable outdoor blanket is oversized 82"
X79" to fit 4-7 adults, This foldable beach mat is lightweight which only 0.81lbs
in total, well fits for a family reunion, and it folds to a compact size (4.5 X 9.8 in)
that fits in a pouch to make a great, lightweight carry along.
??Multifunctional Beach Mat?It is a multi-functional beach blanket. Besides the
beach,Beach blanket also can be used as a rain shelter (it has a waterproof level
higher than the umbrella), emergency mat/pad while traveling, picnic blanket,
water resistance tarp, beach blanket, pocket blanket, ground cover, waterproof
barrier, etc. It can also be used as a toy mat for children at home. Hang it on your
backpack and our beach mats will surprise you in every occasion.
??Sturdy Design Picnic Blanket??This mat is made of strong nylon fabric which
is durable and breathable. This material can prevent water effectively, so you can
wipe off all the water easily. ?This blanket is sandproof, which means you can
easily get rid of sand or other debris by shaking it. ?This beach mat is machine
washable. Based on these three features, you can easily clean it.



??Easy To Clean, Machine washable Picnic Blanket?The surface of the Beach
Mat is slid and soft, if you think the washing is not necessary. Also, it is allowed
to be machine washed but no bleach or iron. ??Beach Blanket provides 45 Days
Money Back? Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or issues
with the quality. We will work with you to provide a refund or replacement
service.
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